Gravitational waves detected by advanced ground-based detectors have allowed studying the universe in a way which is fully complementary to electromagnetic observations. As more sources are detected, it will be possible to measure properties of the local population of black holes and neutron stars, including their mass and spin distributions. Once at design sensitivity, existing instruments will be able to detect heavy binary black holes at redshifts of ∼ 1. Significant upgrades in the current facilities could increase the sensitivity by another factor of few, further extending reach and signalto-noise ratio. More is required to access the most remote corners of the universe. Third-generation gravitational-wave detectors have been proposed, which could observe most of the binary black holes merging anywhere in the universe. In this paper we check if and to which extent it makes sense to keep previous-generation detectors up and running once a significantly more sensitive detector is online. First, we focus on a population of binary black holes with redshifts distributed uniformly in comoving volume. We show that measurement of extrinsic parameters, such as sky position, inclination and luminosity distance can significantly benefit from the presence of a less sensitive detector. Conversely, intrinsic parameters such as detector-frame masses and spins are largely unaffected. Measurement of the source-frame masses is instead improved, owing to the improvement of the distance measurement. Then, we focus on nearby events. We simulated sources similar to GW150914 and GW151226 and check how well their parameters can be measured by various networks. Here too we find that the main difference is a better estimation of the sky position, although even a single triangular-shaped third-generation detector can estimate their sky position to 1 deg 2 or better.
Gravitational waves detected by advanced ground-based detectors have allowed studying the universe in a way which is fully complementary to electromagnetic observations. As more sources are detected, it will be possible to measure properties of the local population of black holes and neutron stars, including their mass and spin distributions. Once at design sensitivity, existing instruments will be able to detect heavy binary black holes at redshifts of ∼ 1. Significant upgrades in the current facilities could increase the sensitivity by another factor of few, further extending reach and signalto-noise ratio. More is required to access the most remote corners of the universe. Third-generation gravitational-wave detectors have been proposed, which could observe most of the binary black holes merging anywhere in the universe. In this paper we check if and to which extent it makes sense to keep previous-generation detectors up and running once a significantly more sensitive detector is online. First, we focus on a population of binary black holes with redshifts distributed uniformly in comoving volume. We show that measurement of extrinsic parameters, such as sky position, inclination and luminosity distance can significantly benefit from the presence of a less sensitive detector. Conversely, intrinsic parameters such as detector-frame masses and spins are largely unaffected. Measurement of the source-frame masses is instead improved, owing to the improvement of the distance measurement. Then, we focus on nearby events. We simulated sources similar to GW150914 and GW151226 and check how well their parameters can be measured by various networks. Here too we find that the main difference is a better estimation of the sky position, although even a single triangular-shaped third-generation detector can estimate their sky position to 1 deg 2 or better.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detection of 5 binary black hole (BBH) mergers by the Advanced LIGO [1] and Virgo [2] observatories, has started the field of gravitational-wave astrophysics [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The local merger rates of BBH inferred from the first two observing runs, 12 − 213 Gpc −3 yr −1 [7] , imply tens to hundreds of BBHs will be detected in the next few years as Advanced LIGO progresses toward its design sensitivity [8] . Detecting large numbers of black holes in binary systems will shed light on the formation channels of compact binaries [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , the role of natal kicks [14] [15] [16] [17] , and on the mass function of stellar mass black holes, including the existence and characteristics of a mass gap [18, 19] .
As the network of gravitational-wave (GW) observatories grows in the next few years, we will see improvements in measuring sources' sky position [8, [20] [21] [22] [23] and polarizations. This has already been demonstrated by Advanced Virgo. The two GW sources detected by the three-detector network of the two LIGOs and Virgo have been localized with uncertainties of 60 deg 2 [6] and 28 deg 2 [24] , as opposed to the hundreds or thousands of square degrees achievable with only two detectors. The first three-detector discovery, the BBH GW170814, allowed for tests of the polarization content of gravitational-wave signals [6] . The improved sky localization of the binary neutron star (BNS) GW170817 [24] spectacularly paid off with the identification of the host galaxy and the discovery of electromagnetic counterparts * salvatore.vitale@ligo.org at all frequencies [25] .
The construction phase of the Japanese detector KA-GRA [26, 27] has finished, and the instrument could join the global network in the early 2020s. Another LIGO instrument, LIGO India [28, 29] will be built, and could be online in the mid 2020s.
These advanced detectors will be sensitive to BBH up to a redshift of ∼ 1 (the exact limit depending on the specific mass function one considers, and in particular on whether intermediate-mass black holes exist). Straightforward updates such as the implementation of squeezed states of light [30, 31] can increase the strain sensitivity of advanced detectors by a factor of ∼ 2 [32] (this enhanced configuration is often referred to as "Advanced LIGO+", or simply A+).
LIGO Voyager (henceforth just Voyager) is a proposed evolution of the LIGO detectors in which silicon test mass are used, kept at a moderate level of cryogeny [33] .Voyager could be implemented in the current LIGO facilities, and would have a strain sensitivity a factor of ∼ 2 better than A+ (see Fig. 1 below) . The possibility of re-using most of the advanced detectors infrastructure results in a moderate incremental cost for building Voyager-class instruments to replace advanced ones.
At the same time, intense R&D is ongoing to verify what sensitivity can be achieved building new infrastructure (third-generation, or 3G detectors). Two main designs are currently under consideration.
The Einstein Telescope (ET) observatory [34] is comprised of three 10 km long interferometers with inter-arm angles of 60
• , arranged as a triangle. The departure from the L-shaped geometry used by gravitational-wave detec-tors to date allows for some polarization resolution, even with only a single 3G detector online [35] . In contrast, a single L-shaped detector would be unable to distinguish between gravitational-wave polarizations. The ET detector is planned to be constructed underground, thereby retaining good sensitivity all the way down to a couple of Hz, as opposed to the ∼ 10 Hz typically achievable by ground-based detectors.
The Cosmic Explorer (CE) observatory [36, 37] keeps the traditional shape and extends the arm length to 40 km in order to improve sensitivity by directly increasing the displacement caused by gravitational waves.
3G detectors would have a strain sensitivity roughly a factor of 10 better than advanced detectors, hence greatly increasing the observable fraction of universe.
The science goals achievable with 3G detectors have been extensively discussed elsewhere, with a focus on the science possible with only the ET observatories due to the longer history of analysis in comparison with the CE detector, a more recently conceptualized detector. For example, Ref. [38] [39] [40] [41] reported on studies of cosmology, cosmography and black holes spectroscopy. Binary neutron star detection and characterization have been explored by Ref. [42, 43] , while Ref. [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] focus on tests of general relativity.
The capabilities of 3G networks to estimate parameters of BBH has been explored in Ref. [49] , showing that 3G detectors will be able to detect BBH all the way to redshift of ∼ 10 and above. The orbit of these sources will be isotropically oriented [50] , which will make eventual spin-induced precession visible in the detector frame. Additionally, the fact that a significant fraction of events will be loud implies that the parameters of sources can be estimated extremely well all the way to redshift of a few. A striking difference from existing detectors will be the quality of spin estimation, currently quite poor [51, 52] . Finally, Ref. [53] has shown how networks of 3G detectors would easily facilitate the detection of a stochastic signal comprised of all the individually-unresolvable sources.
The minimum or the optimal number of 3G detectors needed does of course depend on the specific science goal being pursued. This question has been addressed by Ref. [49] in the context of BBH characterization.
In this paper we explore a different question: once a 3G detector is operational, would previous-generation Voyager instruments be useful, or would they instead not significantly improve upon the science that the more sensitive 3G interferometer can deliver?
Ref. [54] deals with this question in the context of localizing binary neutron star mergers using timing, amplitude and phase information.
In contrast, we cast our attention to BBH and fully evaluate the posterior distributions of the unknown source parameters using Bayesian parameter estimation [55] . To this end, we simulate a population of BBH with positions uniformly distributed in comoving volume.
To contain the number of simulations to be performed, we focus on a specific scenario: one in which the ET is the first 3G detector to go online. While there is no guarantee that will be the case, it is a reasonable assumption since the design of ET has been developed for much longer than the CE's.
We will thus compare the performances of a single ETtype site with that of an ET and one or two Voyager-class instruments. This will give us a quantitative assessment of whether Voyager can add anything to a single 3G instrument. We will also consider networks of two 3G instruments (one CE and one ET, and two ETs) to give an idea of how heterogenous networks would compare with a network of two 3Gs (networks of two CEs, or more than two 3G sites have already been considered by Ref. [49] ).
We find that adding even a single Voyager improves the uncertainty in the estimation of the source sky positions by roughly a factor of 100 (compared to a single ET), although we can gain a further factor of ∼ 10 with the addition of another 3G detector. We also observe significant improvement for the estimation of the orbital inclination angle. Smaller improvements are visible for the estimation of the luminosity distance and the source-frame mass parameters. The estimation of spins is not significantly improved by the addition one or two Voyagers, but does get better if a second 3G detector is added.
The population of astrophysically distributed events is such that most sources are located at redshifts of order unity, which resulted in no simulated events in our population at redshifts of ∼ 0.1, the distance at which the advanced instruments made the first discoveries. We thus simulate software copies of GW150914 [3] and GW151226 [4] and analyze them under the various networks we described above. We find that even a single ET can localize these nearby loud sources within ∼ 1 deg 2 . We show that 3G detectors can estimate the masses of a GW150914-like (GW151226-like) event with 90% uncertainty ∼ 1000 (100) smaller than what LIGO measured [56] . For the mass ratio and the effective spin parameter, the improvement is of the order of ∼ 100 (10) . For the distance and sky location, the number of detectors in the network matters more. While a single CE cannot localize events well, a single ET can deliver measurements of distance and sky position which are a factor of ∼ 10 and 100, respectively, better than what was obtained with advanced detectors. We find that introducing Voyager detectors offers negligible improvement in intrinsic parameters of the sources, while sky localization performs better by up to two orders of magnitude.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 3G and heterogeneous networks used in this study. In Section III, we explore the results for certain key parameters of BBHs in a population of events. In Section IV, we investigate how the addition of Voyager(s) or 3G detectors to a network improve the parameter estimation for particularly loud BBHs, so-called "gold-plated events" such as GW150914. Concluding remarks are included in Section V.
II. NETWORKS AND SIMULATED SOURCES
We consider two representative heterogeneous networks.
• L V E 1 : An Einstein Telescope at the Virgo site (the final site of ET is still to be finalized, but the results won't change much as a function of its location in Europe), and one Voyager detector at the LIGO Livingston site.
• L V I V E 1 : An Einstein Telescope at the Virgo site, one Voyager detector at the LIGO Livingston site and one Voyager in India.
We will compare their performance against three 3G networks.
• E 1 : A single Einstein Telescope at the same position of the Virgo detector.
• L CE E 1 : An Einstein Telescope at the Virgo site and one Cosmic Explorer at the LIGO Livingston site.
• E 1 E 2 : A network with two Einstein Telescopes, one at the same position as Virgo and the other at the Hanford site.
In Fig. 1 we report the projected noise amplitude spectral densities (ASD) for each class of instrument. For ET we used the ET-D design [34] ; for CE we used the standard 40-Km configuration [36] ; for Voyager the noise density reported in Ref. [33] .
In this work we do not consider the proposed A+ update to LIGO [32] . However, since the improvement in strain sensitivity of LIGO vs. A+ is similar to the improvement of Voyager vs. ET, one can expect that the main conclusions we obtain in this paper would be applicable to heterogeneous networks of Advanced LIGO and A+. Although the ET-D design would have sensitivity down to the Hz region, to contain the computational cost we started the analysis from 10 Hz for all networks. Since ET features in all networks, and we are mostly interested in how networks compare, this limitation is not likely to play a significant role.
For all networks, we generated a population of BBH following the same procedure described in Ref. [49] , which we quickly summarize here.
A random set of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters is drawn from the relevant distributions. The source-frame total mass is uniform in the range [12 − 200] M . The magnitude of the dimensionless spin is random in the range [0, 1] (where 0 means no spin, and 1 is the maximal spin). The spin direction, sky position and orbital orientation are all uniform in the unit sphere. Polarization and coalescence phase are uniform in the appropriate range. Finally, a redshift is randomly drawn uniformly in comoving volume, in the range [0, 22], using a standard ΛCDM cosmology [57] . After all parameters are drawn, the corresponding GW signal is generated and added into simulated noise from each detector and its network signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [58] is calculated. If the SNR is above a reasonable detection threshold (10) the parameters are stored; if not, the whole procedure is repeated. For each network, 5,000 systems are generated this way. In Fig. 2 we report the distribution of network SNR (top) and redshift (bottom) for all catalogs.
We see that E 1 , L V E 1 and L V I V E 1 basically return the same distributions, compatible with the fact that for most events the Voyager detectors would contribute relatively little to the SNR. On the other hand, the E 1 E 2 and L CE E 1 networks can clearly detect sources farther away, and at higher SNRs. For all networks, however, we notice that most sources will come from redshifts of ∼ [1 − 2] where more volume is available [59] . These will constitute the bulk of the population of BBH detected by future instruments.
From these catalogs, ∼ 210 (randomly generated) sources are selected for each network, and their parameters are estimated using a stochastic sampling [55] . The main outcome of this algorithm is a posterior distribution of the unknown parameters on which each event depends, θ, given the data from all the instruments in the network. We used the IMRPhenomPv2 waveform model [60, 61] , both for simulating the waveforms added into synthetic noise and as templates while calculating the likelihood [55] .
We remind that IMRPhenomPv2 does not contain higher-order amplitude corrections to the waveform. If has been shown that inclusion of higher order mode can improve the measurement of some parameters, especially for systems with high mass ratios and large inclinations [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Our results can thus be considered conservative estimates. 
III. RESULTS
In this section, we summarize the results of the astrophysical BBH simulations, and how well sources can be characterized by each network. Given that the strain sensitivity of Voyager-class detectors is a factor of few lower than ET's ( Fig. 1) , we expect that heterogeneous networks won't yield significantly better estimation for parameters whose precision depends on the SNR more than on the size and geometry of the network [49] .
These are parameters such as detector-frame masses and spins, which can be measured well even with a single instrument. Conversely, extrinsic parameters such as distance, sky position and inclination, do require information about polarization and/or timing to be measured. Thus, those will benefit the most from having more than one site.
Unless otherwise specified, we report 90% confidence intervals; occasionally, the 90% confidence interval will be relative to the true value, and measured in %.
A. Distance and sky position
Gravitational-wave detectors are sensitive to all directions (although not exactly with the same sensitivity). Information about a source's position is thus mostly determined by time-triangulation [67] . Additionally, the relative amplitudes of the gravitational-wave signals in the various detectors of a network also provide information about the sky location. Adding a second or third detector can thus dramatically reduce the uncertainty in the localization of the sources.
It is important to notice how non-detections in one or more instruments of a network can help sky localization. This happens because detectors are not sensitive to all directions in the same way. Instead, L-shaped detector's antenna patterns have a characteristic "peanut" shape [68] , which clearly shows how detectors are more sensitive to sources directly overhead. A non-detection in one detector can thus still be useful by excluding regions of the sky where that detector's antenna pattern is large and could potentially have led to a detectable signal.
This was the case for the BNS detection GW170817: the low-latency localization improved from 190 deg 2 to 31 deg 2 when Virgo was included in the analysis, despite an SNR of only 2.0 in the Virgo data [24] . Fig. 3 shows violin plots for the 90% credible region of the sky positions of the BBH population. We see that a network comprised of a single ET is unable to localize all but the very nearest and loudest events. For such nearby events, accurate localization leans heavily on the ability of the ET detector to extract polarization information. The typical BBH detection with an E 1 detector would have a sky uncertainty of 500 deg 2 . This is comparable to the Advanced LIGO's localization of GW150914: 600 deg 2 [3] . Any localizing ability of the one-detector E 1 network almost entirely disappears as we move to redshifts of z > 3.
Including a single LIGO Voyager detector alongside the ET observatory improves the mean localization by approximately two orders of magnitude for nearby (z < 3) events. The L V E 1 network can localize nearby events to areas of tens of deg 2 on average, with the best events localized within areas of 10 deg 2 and better. The second Voyager detector further reduces the number of poorly localized events, and brings the median uncertainty down to ∼ 20 deg 2 . Similar trends can be seen for sources at higher redshifts, although the improvement offered by heterogeneous networks is smaller. In the z ∈ [3, 6] bin, the sky uncertainty goes down by one order of magnitude for L V E 1 compared to E 1 , and a factor of ∼ 50 for L V I V E 1 compared to E 1 . The fact that the improvement is more limited for remote events can be trivially explained with the fact that a large fraction of BBH at these distances would be too weak for a non-detection in Voyager to be useful: even if placed overhead Voyager, they would still be undetectable. For the furthest BBHs, the Voyager(s) enable only localization for the loudest few events, with At all redshifts, multi-detector 3G networks offer additional improvement, with the E 1 E 2 network consistently outperforming L CE E 1 . We see that the extra polarization information provided by a second ET detector results in a greater improvement than the CE observatory, despite the latter instrument typically yielding a higher SNR. This is yet another way of saying that geometry matters more than SNR when it comes to localizing GW sources.
With E 1 E 2 and L CE E 1 networks, one can localize most of the BBH population up to high redshifts.
In Fig. 4 we provide a different representation of the 90% uncertainty in the sky location for the various networks as a function of the redshift. 
90% uncertainties for the sky localization (deg 2 , y axis) a function of redshift (x axis). The thicker lines report the mean uncertainty in each redshift bin, while the dotted lines denote the region in which confidence intervals fall for 90% of events in that redshift bin.
Estimation of the BBH luminosity distance sees a much less dramatic improvement with the addition of Voyagers or a second 3G detector. Fig. 5 shows violin plots for the 90% confidence interval for the luminosity distance of BBHs detected by each network at varying redshifts. Adding Voyagers to the single ET network gives a small improvement in the distance estimation for nearby events. A negligible improvement is seen for intermediate-redshift events, and no improvement is demonstrated for faraway BBHs (z > 6). While the L CE E 1 network performs similarly to the two-Voyager network for z < 3, a second ET offers more tangible improvement and allows more event distances to be constrained to within several hundred megaparsecs. In most case, one deals with uncertainties of the order of ∼ 10 Gpc. Having a second 3G detector helps more for more distant events, since at z 6 the Voyager detectors will not contribute for the majority of sources. However, even with these improvements, typical uncertainties will be of the order of ∼ 50 Gpc. We conclude this section by reminding that a measurement of BBHs position and distance will probably not be important in the context of an electromagnetic (EM) follow-up programs, as BBHs are not expected to produce any significant amount of EM radiation. However, these measurements are important to verify if BBH sources are isotropically distributed and to study the large-scale structure of the Universe [69, 70] , for some tests of general relativity [71] , and for statistical measurements of the cosmological parameters [72, 73] .
B. Spin
Next, we focus on the measurement of the spin of the black holes. A precise estimation of BH spins throughout cosmic history could help studying their formation channels and how their relative branching ratio evolved as a function of redshift. We find that spins are one of the parameters for which estimation is least improved by the addition of Voyager detectors. Fig. 6 shows the 90% credible intervals calculated for the effective spin parameter χ eff [74] [75] [76] , which is the mass-weighted projection of the total spin along the orbital angular momentum vector. This combination can be typically be measured better than either of the component spins [52] . For advanced detectors, this will often be the only spin parameter that can be measured [3] [4] [5] [6] .
On its own, a single ET can determine spins of average nearby BBHs to within ∼ 0.15 90% confidence intervals, improved by about an order of magnitude for louder events. In comparison, O1 saw χ eff constrained within intervals of 0.24, 0.5 and 0.30 for GW150914, LVT151012 and GW151226 respectively [77] . In O2, GW170104, GW170608 (Hanford-Livingston) and GW170814 (Hanford-Livingston-Virgo) had 90% confidence intervals of 0.51, 0.32 and 0.24 respectively [5] [6] [7] . We see that a single ET can therefore perform as well as, or better than, Advanced LIGO (+Virgo) in O1 and O2. For BBHs at 3 < z < 6, the E 1 network cannot estimate spins to better than ∼ 0.3 on average. For most faraway events, almost no information can be inferred about spins: for the networks with a single 3G detector the median uncertainty is ∼ 0.65 (the 90% interval of the prior on χ eff is 0.81 using a prior uniform in the individual spins magnitude and directions, which is what has been done so far in all of LIGO-Virgo's papers [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 78] ).
The L CE E 1 network does show improvement in spin estimation by a small factor for nearby events. A slight improvement is likewise evident in the E 1 E 2 network. Even at redshifts of many, two-3G networks can occasionally yield χ eff constraints similar to those measured thus far with Advanced LIGO (+Virgo).
Networks with 3G detectors can often put significant constraints on the precessing spin parameter χ p [61] , as well as on the component spin magnitude, in particular that of the primary (i.e. most massive) body. Neither of these quantities has been measured by advanced detectors so far [3] [4] [5] [6] , and even as LIGO and Virgo progress toward design sensitivity, they will be only occasionally measurable [52] .
In Fig. 7 we show a kernel-density estimate giving the distribution of events across redshift and uncertainty in spin magnitude for the primary object. Gaussian kernels were used to approximate this distribution in logarithmspace of the parameters. We recognize a slight advantage of the E 1 E 2 and L CE E 1 networks in estimating spin for high SNR, very nearby events, with the possibility of measuring spins with uncertainties reaching toward ∼ 0.1. At redshifts on the order of several, none of the networks are able to recover spins with significant constraints. As expected, the Voyager detectors do not significantly change the distribution one would obtain with a E 1 detector.
Finally, in Fig. 8 we show the uncertainty for the precessing spin parameter χ p . For z < 3, networks with only one 3G detectors can estimate χ p for 50% of the sources with uncertainties below 0.
For two-3G networks, that number is 0.2. For reference, 90% of the width of the χ p prior is 0.7. As mentioned above, for basically all of the events detected so far the posterior for χ p was extremely close to its prior [3] [4] [5] [6] 78] . As the redshift of the sources increases, only networks with two 3G detectors can still yield measurements of χ p with uncertainties below 0.5.
C. Mass
In this section we focus on the mass parameters. Fig. 9 shows violin plots for the 90% confidence interval for the source-frame mass of the primary object m s 1 . For 0 < z < 6, the addition of Voyager(s) can significantly decrease the uncertainty achievable with a single E 1 . This 
FIG. 7:
Kernel-density estimate of the event distribution over primary spin a 1 as a function of redshift. The distribution was constructed using Gaussian kernels. Contours contain 90%, 75%, 50% and 25% of events.
is not due to the extra SNR they provide (which is typically small, Fig. 2 top panel) , but rather because they can help measuring the polarization of the signals, and hence the luminosity distance, Fig. 5 . Since a measurement of the source's distance is required to infer the source-frame mass [49] , the improvement in distance measurement corresponds to an improvement in mass measurement. This translates to an improvement of the median estimation for the component masses by the L V I V E 1 network by a factor of ∼ 1.5 over a single E 1 .
The addition of a second 3G detector further improves the mass estimation, yielding uncertainties below 50% all the way to redshifts of many.
Similar trends are visible for the source-frame chirp mass, M s , Fig. 10 . A single ET is only able to provide measurements more precise than 10% for nearby BBHs. For comparison, the source-frame chirp mass of GW150914 was estimated with an uncertainty of ∼ 14% (relative to the median) [79] . For nearby events, each Voyager added results in a clear improvement. On the other end, at high redshift, the Voyager(s) are unable to provide additional polarization information and therefore give no improvement to the source-frame chirp mass uncertainty.
In the full 3G networks, we see significant increase in precision at all redshifts. Of particular note is the ability of the E 1 E 2 network to estimate the chirp mass to within ∼ 10% for some events, even up to very high redshift.
D. Other parameters
A measurement of the orbital inclination for compact binaries which also emit EM radiation can be useful to study the poorly known angular structure of the EM emission. This was already the case for GRB 170817A that accompanied GW170817 [80] , and which appeared to be significantly under-luminous when compared to other GRBs.
While BBH are not expected to emit EM radiation, there still is interest in a precise estimation of the orbital inclination. For example, tests of general relativity based on the measurement of the ringdown of the newly formed black holes improve with a more precise measurement of the inclination. In these tests, one checks whether the ratios of the amplitudes and the decay times of ringdown quasinormal modes match what is prescribed by general
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Violin plots for the 90% relative uncertainties for the source frame m 1 (y axis). relativity [81] . Critically, theses ratios also depend on the inclination angle, which implies that a poorly measured inclination adds uncertainty to the test. Conversely, if the inclination angle is precisely measured, the uncertainties on the amplitude ratios are reduced. Fig. 11 shows the 90% confidence intervals for the co-sine of the source inclination angle. We see that a single ET detector gives basically no information about the inclination of the source at all distances (aside from particularly loud events). A single Voyager reduces the uncertainty by one order of magnitude. For the average event, a L V E 1 network gives an uncertainty of ∼ 0.25. For sources at 3 < z < 6, we still get some visible improvement with a heterogeneous network, whereas an additional 3G detector would give a significant boost in precision. At high redshift, the Voyager detectors are no longer useful in narrowing down the source inclination, while a second CE or ET would yield improvements of the order of a few.
Similarly, the inclusion of more detectors provides more information about the polarization angle of the gravitational-wave signal ψ [82] . Measurement of ψ could facilitate some tests of general relativity, notably the detection of gravitational-wave memory [83] .
While we won't quote 90% confidence intervals for the polarization angle, since it is very often multimodal, we note that Voyager-class detectors can significantly improve its measurability compared with a single ET.
IV. GOLDEN EVENTS
In the previous sections, we have shown how having previous-generation detectors can improve the measurement of the extrinsic parameters for most detectable systems. However, since the distances of GW sources are expected to be uniform in comoving volume, they will typically correspond to redshifts of the order of unity. In fact, none of the ∼ 210 events we randomly generated as described in the previous section had redshift smaller than ∼ 0.3.
In this section we want to explicitly check how well heterogeneous and 3G networks will measure the parameters of local sources, such as those detected by the LIGO and Virgo detectors in their first two science runs. While the bulk of the events detected by heterogeneous or 3G networks will live at redshift of the order of unity, we know that events at redshifts of ∼ 0.1 will be detectable often enough, and with signal-to-noise ratios large enough to dramatically contribute to the science output of future ground based detectors.
To facilitate comparison with existing results, we have created software replicas of GW150914 and GW151226 and added them to simulated interferometric noise, using all of the networks used above, as well as a single CE site.
The parameters of these simulated sources were selected randomly from the published 90% credible intervals [56] . In Tab. I we report the true values of the main parameters as well as the SNR in each network.
A few points are worth stressing. First, for both events, the SNR contributed by one or two Voyager is negligible when compared to the SNR in ET. However, the SNR in each of the Voyager will be well above detection threshold, of the order of several tens. To a lesser extent, the same can be said of the SNR contributed by ET in a L CE E 1 network, where the large majority of the network SNR comes from the CE. The fact that the SNR in the least sensitive detector is well above threshold implies that those detectors can still significantly contribute to the measurement of the source's extrinsic parameters: sky position and distance. On the other hand, the measurement of intrinsic parameters such as the (detector frame) chirp mass and the spins will be dominated by the best detector in the network, and only marginally improve as less sensitive instruments are added. This is confirmed by the results presented in Tab. II for GW150914 and Tab. III for GW151226. In each of these tables, we report the size of the 90% credible interval for a few key parameters, for all the networks we considered, as well as the uncertainties reported by Ref. [56] for the actual detections.
We will focus on GW150914, Tab. II and left panels of Fig. 12 (mass and spins) and Fig. 13 (distance, sky position and inclination), as similar trends are visible for the GW151226 replica. We find that the uncertainty in the measurement of the (detector frame) chirp mass is of the order of 10
The uncertainty goes down by a factor of ∼ 2 if a CE is added to the network, or a factor of ∼ 1.5 with a two-ET network. For comparison, Advanced LIGO measured the detector frame chirp mass of GW150914 with an uncertainty of 3M . Similar trends are present for the mass ratio, q, which can measured with uncertainties ∼ 6 × 10
by E 1 or the heterogeneous networks. As expected, the results from the heterogeneous networks do not significantly improve w.r.t. what one could measure with ET alone. When E 1 E 2 is used, the SNR increases, yielding an uncertainty of ∼ 3.6×10 −2 . Finally, the higher sensitivity of CE allows for uncertainties as small as ∼ 2.5 × 10 −2 . The numbers should be compared to the 90% credible interval of 0.34 for Advanced LIGO [56] . Fig. 12 shows how the posteriors of E 1 , E 1 E 2 and L CE can exclude equal mass (q = 1) at high confidence level, even for a system where the true mass ratio is extremely close to unity. Similar trends are visible for the spin parameters. Here too, adding one or two Voyager to a pre-existing ET does not significantly change the results; whereas a factor of ∼ 2 is gained by adding another 3G detector. It is worth stressing that even a single 3G site could yield an actual measurement of the precessing spin parameter χ p , whereas for all events detected so far by advanced detectors the posterior for χ p was not dissimilar from the prior [4-7, 78, 79] . In Fig. 12 , left column, we show the posterior distribution for the intrinsic parameters of the GW15014-like event, as measured by all networks (we do not show the uncertainties reported in Ref. [56] as those would require much larger ranges for the x axis). For extrinsic parameters, having Voyager detectors alongside a single ET can make a dramatic difference.
In the bottom panels of Fig. 13 we show the uncertainties of the absolute value of the inclination angle, θ JN . We calculate the absolute value because the pos-
FIG. 11:
Violin plots for the 90% uncertainties for the cosine of the inclination angle cos ι (y axis).
TABLE I: Injected parameters for the software replica of GW150914 and GW151226. The chirp mass is the detector-frame. The last 6 columns report the optimal signal-to-noise ratio in each of the the networks we considered, as well as the SNR with which GW150914 and GW151226 were actually detected by Advanced LIGO [56] teriors are bimodal for the single-detector networks L CE and E 1 , which would make the plot hard to read. The uncertainties in Tab. II instead do take the sign of the posterior into account. As mentioned in Sec. III D, precise inclination measurement could help for some tests of general relativity. Still in Tab. II we see that the sky localization of a GW150914-like BBH would be extremely poor with a single L-shaped 3G detector. Owing to its triangular geometry, a single ET would do better, localizing the source to within 0.16 deg 2 . If a single Voyager is added to ET, the uncertainty goes down by nearly 1 order of magnitude, to 2.1 × 10 −2 deg 2 ; and another factor of 2 can be gained adding a second Voyager. Networks of 2-3G instruments can localize to areas of few ×10 −3 deg 2 , with E 1 E 2 better than L CE E 1 due to its geometry.
For the luminosity distance (Fig. 13 , second panel from the bottom) we find similar trends, although the improvements from adding a Voyager are smaller. The measurement of the luminosity distance from a single CE (L CE ) also yields a very poor result due to the impossibility of measuring both polarizations of a GW with a single L-shaped detector. Since the measurement of the source-frame mass parameters requires a measurement of the luminosity distance [49] , the smaller uncertainties in the measurement of the detector-frame masses by L CE E 1 compared to L V I V E 1 might not directly translate to a better estimation of the astrophysically relevant sourceframe parameters.
We stress how the sky and distance uncertainties imply that the 3D localization error volume would contain on average one galaxy for all networks except L CE . This can be easily seen using a reasonable estimation of galaxy density, 0.01 galaxy/Mpc 3 [84, 85] , and calculating the 3D volume corresponding to the uncertainties given in Table. II. This implies that an adequate EM follow-up should be able to uniquely identify the host galaxy to the BBH merger even in absence of any EM signals. Then, the luminosity distance of the GW source and the redshift measured from the host galaxy can be used to infer the Hubble constant [72] . If the redshift of the source due to expansion of the Universe were perfectly known, the relative uncertainty in the luminosity distance would translate in the same relative uncertainty in the Hubble constant [86] . In practice, the redshift estimation is affected by photometric and/or spectroscopic uncertainty, and by the peculiar velocity of the host galaxy relative to the Hubble flow [86] .
Using the BBH merger rates calculated by the LVC, one can estimate that 10 5 BBH merge each year [53] . If one assumes those have redshift uniform in comoving volume, it follows that roughly 200 BBH would have uncertainties similar to or better than the ones we presented in Table II for each year of observation. For our GW150914-replica the uncertainty in the luminosity distance is on the order of ∼ 0.5% for the best networks. As the uncertainty given N detections scales roughly as 1/ √ N [87], BBH sources can potentially yield a measurement of the Hubble constant with ∼ 0.03% precision after one year of data. This number does not include the uncertainty on the redshift, and on the calibration of future groundbased detectors, both of which will likely dominate the total uncertainty budget. In particular, significant R&D is required to reduce the uncertainty in the calibration of ground-based detectors from the current levels (few percent [88] ) to what is required to maximize the scientific potential of 3G detectors. For similar reasons, high SNRs will require extremely faithful waveforms, including surrogate models. Techniques used to speed up the likelihood calculations, such as reduced order quadratures, must similarly be tuned to avoid unwanted systematic errors, Appendix A.
V. CONCLUSIONS
With several binary black holes and a binary neutron star detected during Advanced LIGO and Virgo's first two observing runs, the prospects are great for advanced ground-based gravitational-wave detectors: dozens of compact binaries will be detected every year in the local universe.
Future upgrades of the current facilities can increase the strain sensitivity by a factor of ∼ 2 beyond advanced detectors (Voyager design), whereas the proposed 3G ground-based detectors would provide another order of magnitude increase in sensitivity. The Einstein Telescope 3G design has been the first one to be proposed. With three 10 km arms forming a triangle of interferometers, it would be able to detect sources at high signalto-noise ratio, and to yield polarization measurements (which cannot be done by a single L-shaped detector). The other main design, Cosmic Explorer, keeps LIGO's shape, but with the arms of the interferometer extended to 40 km. These third-generation detectors would be capable of detecting events to large redshifts (z ∼ 10), as well as providing much more accurate parameter estimation of nearby events.
With the construction of 3G instruments years away, a firm timeline does not exist. The order in which the instruments will be built, their location and orientation are still being debated. On the other hand, given their limited cost, the upgrade of existing facilities to Voyagerclass seems a no-brainer.
As the first 3G detector comes online, the question arises of whether Voyagers detectors would yield significant useful science on top of what is already provided by a single third-generation observatory, or should instead be decommissioned.
In this paper we attempt to evaluate the usefulness of a heterogeneous network in comparison with both a single third-generation detector and full third-generation networks. We consider five hypothetical networks, intending to observe the effects of adding LIGO Voyagers to a network that otherwise consists of a single Einstein Telescope. We generated a population of binary black hole events, with source-frame total masses drawn uniformly from the [12, 200] M range, random spins and a uniform distribution in space. For the events with signal-to-noise above the detection threshold, parameter estimation was performed with stochastic sampling, yielding posterior distributions for each parameter.
We found that the sky localization benefited the most with the inclusion of previous-generation detectors, with improvements of many orders of magnitude for relatively nearby events (z 3). Measurement of the luminosity distance saw smaller improvement with Voyagers, and more significant ones if another third-generation detector is added. The orbital inclination angle, usually unmeasurable with a single ET, can instead be constrained if even a single Voyager is added, at least for nearby events.
The measurement of intrinsic parameters, detectorframe masses and spin is marginally sensitive to the number of detectors in the network, particularly when the extra detectors are Voyagers. A second third-generation detector is required to see any significant improvement in spin constraints, with a Cosmic Explorer performing slightly better for more distant events. Source-frame masses can be more precisely estimated adding one or two Voyagers, due to the improvement in luminosity distance, necessary to convert from detector-frame to source-frame mass.
The astrophysical population we generated in the first part of this paper did not result in any source with z 0.3, since much more volume is available at redshifts of 1 − 2. To check how well one could characterize CBCs at redshifts of z ∼ 0.1, similar to those detected by Advanced LIGO and Virgo, we have generated software replicas of GW150914 and GW151226, and analyzed them with the networks of Voyagers and 3Gs. We found that although Voyager detectors would not provide a large signal-to-noise ratio on the top of what a single ET can deliver, they can improve the estimation of the sky localization by one or two orders of magnitude, depending on whether one or two Voyager sites are added to a single ET. As for the rest of the BBH population, characterization of intrinsic parameters does not significantly improve.
A GW150914-like source detected by an ET-Voyager network would be localized to an volume typically containing only one galaxy, and with a distance uncertainty of the order of ∼ 1%. Redshift measurement of the single galaxy compatible with the error volume can be used, together with the luminosity distance estimation by gravitational-wave detectors to yield a measurement of the Hubble constant. As ∼ 100 sources are detectable per year at redshifts of 0.1, an extremely precise measurement of the Hubble constant could be made using these loud events.
VI. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
At first, we ran the simulations for the golden events in Sec. IV using the reduced order quadrature (ROQ) approximation of the likelihood [89] . This is a standard tool, which has been used by the LIGO and Virgo collaborations in all of the BBH detection papers, and can yield a significant speed-up, especially for long signals.
The posteriors we obtained showed clear biases when the SNR is high enough, Fig. 14 . This is because the approximations used while building the reduced order quadrature basis can introduce systematics errors.
Those are absolutely negligible for events with SNRs of tens -that is, all events detected so far, and the overwhelming majority of sources detectable by 2G detectors -but can become relevant for the extermely loud events we considered in that section.
The results presented in Sec. IV thus do not use the reduced order quadrature approximation.
While this issue could have been avoided simply by producing more dense basis for the ROQ, we mention our original attempt to stress how any potential systematic can play a major role in 3G science. Systematics errors small enough not to produce any visible effect while analyzing signals with advanced detectors, can instead be dominant for 3G instruments.
As the scientific community moves toward identifying the science goals that can be tackled by 3G detectors, waveform development and data analysis techniques must follow. 
